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A delicate touch

The house next door

Asked by an old acquaintance for help solving a
tricky puzzle, Stone Barrington unwittingly stirs
up a decades-old scandal in high-society New
York and must risk his life to protect innocent
lives. By the award-winning author of Chiefs

From a #1 best-selling author comes a collection
of three pulse-pounding thrillers in one book,
including the title story, "The Killer's Wife" and
"We. Art. Not. Alone." Hardcover Library
Edition.

by Stuart Woods

by James Patterson

The boy

Watching yyou
ou : a nov
novel
el

When a 7-year-old boy is brutally murdered at
the same time his 13-year-old babysitter goes
missing, detectives Nick and Annie sift through
a grieving mother's troubled past to uncover the
truth. By the best-selling author of Night Sins

When a murder occurs in Melville
Heights—one of the nicest neighborhoods in
Bristol, England—dangerous obsessions come to
light involving the headmaster at a local school,
in this place where everyone has a secret.

by Tami Hoag

by Lisa Jewell

Descent into Night

Daughter of w
war
ar : a nov
novel
el

Following a student protest in a West African
nation, Ito Baraka is taken to a camp where he is
forced to reveal the names of his friends. He
then escapes to Quebec where he writes a story
of the protest.

Pike Logan and the Taskforce uncover a Syrian
plot to create a weapon of mass destruction
against American and Kurdish forces, a situation
that is complicated by a violent North Korean
retaliation against western sanctions.

by Edem Awumey

by Brad Taylor

An anon
anonymous
ymous girl

An orchestra of minorities : a nov
novel
el

Participating in a psychology study under the
mysterious Dr. Shields, Jessica endures intense,
invasive sessions and oppressive behavioral
restrictions before she begins to lose her grasp on
reality. By the best-selling authors of The Wife
Between Us

In a contemporary twist of Homer's The
Odyssey, a guardian spirit recounts the tragic
story of a Nigerian poultry farmer who sacrifices
everything for the wealthy woman he loves. By
the award-winning author of The Fishermen.
50,000 first printing

The only w
woman
oman in the room

April in Paris, 1921 : a Kiki Button
mystery

by Greer Hendricks

by Marie Benedict

A beautiful woman escapes her Austrian armsdealer husband to become Hollywood legend
Hedy Lamarr while hiding a secret double life as
a Jewish scientist and sharing vital information
about the Third Reich. By the author of The
Other Einstein

by Chigozie Obioma

by Tessa Lunney

Helping Picasso search for a stolen portrait in a
Jazz Age City of Lights, Kiki Button is ordered
by her spymaster to identify a double agent or
face imprisonment, a dual mission that
challenges her knowledge of Great War Paris.

